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NEOLOGISMS IN THE TOURISM INDUSTRY. NEW WORDS OF 2022 

Неологизмы в туристической индустрии. Новые слова 2022 года 
 
New words constantly appear in the language under various circumstances, that is why 

it’s important to study them. So, the purpose of this article is to present some new words of 
the English vocabulary. 

The word «neologism» comes from the Greek words «neo» (new) and «logos» (word, 
speech). 

A neologism is a word, the meaning of a word, or a phrase that has recently appeared 
in a language. The study of neologisms is engaged in the science of neology. 

Neologisms can be completely new words or new meanings for existing words. Here 
are 10 examples of neologisms that are finding their way into modern-day English 
language. 

1. Digital nomad. 
Translated as «цифровой кочевник».  
Someone who does his job entirely over the internet while traveling. 
2. Thermal tourism. 
Translated as «термальный туризм».  
Travel to a warmer country to spend the winter months there in order to avoid the cold 

weather and higher heating bills in your own country. 
3. GOAT. 
Abbreviation for Greatest Of All Trips (Величайшее из Всех Путешествий): used to 

refer to or describe the best, most expensive, most adventurous and etc. holiday that 
someone has ever taken. 

4. Flying ferry. 
Translated as «летающий паром».  
A large boat that can travel quickly above the surface of the water, used for taking 

passengers and often vehicles from one place to another. 
5. Architourist. 
Translated as «архитектурист».  
A tourist who visits other countries and cities mainly to study the architecture. 
6. Weather tourism 
Vacation consisting of tracking down and observing tornados, hurricanes, and other 

severe weather phenomena. 
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7. Staycation. 
A period in which an individual or family stays home and participates in leisure 

activities within day trip distance of their home and does not require overnight 
accommodation. 

8. Gratification travel. 
Translated as «путешествие с удовлетворением».  
Going on long, expensive holidays, usually to faraway destinations. 
9. Edu-vacation 
Translated as «образовательный отдых».  
A holiday that includes some educational activities, such as classes, cultural tours 

and etc. 
10. Extractive tourism 
Translated as «образовательный отдых».  
The situation when too many people visit a place on holiday, so that life is made 

difficult or impossible for the people who live there. 
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PROPER NAMES IN A. SAPKOVSKY'S "THE WITCHER" SERIES 

Имена собственные в цикле произведений А. Сапковского «Ведьмак» 
 
Andrzej Sapkowski's saga occupies one of the first places in domestic and foreign lists 

of the best fantasy, and Geralt is a cult character in literature. Interesting and deep plot, 
characters, various historical events. Excellently described battle scenes, funny situations 
and all this can be seen in the cycle of novels A. Sapkovsky "The Witcher". 

Research paper based on the animation in the work of A. Sapkovsky. In the work "The 
Witcher" there is a variety of onim and this work is devoted to the proper names in the work 
of the books "The Witcher". 

Onim is a word, phrase or sentence that serves to distinguish the object it names among 
other objects, its individualization and identification. [1] 

Types of Onim:  
- Toponym –– the proper name of any physical and geographical object. onim; 
- Anthroponyms –– proper names of people; 




